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1. REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD ON THE STUDY OF METHODS FOR ASSESSING MEMBERS WHICH
PARTICIPATE IN THE WORK OF THE ORGANIZATION FOR THE EFFECTIVE WORKING BUDGET; SCALES
OF ASSESSMENT: Items 8.11 and 8.13 of the Agenda (Resolutions WHA7.15, WHA7.16;
EB14.R15; Resolution EB15.R35 and Annex 11 in Offic 1 R ooFds No. 60, Documents
A8 /AFL /19, and A8 /AFL /19, Add. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6)(continued)

The CHAIRMAN called for the resumption of the discussion on methods of assessing

Members and scales of assessment.

Mr RENOUE (Australia) said that in order to simplify the discussion his delegation

would withdraw the amendments (document A8 /AFL /19 /Add.2) it had proposed previously.

Those amendments did not appear to have won much support among other members of the Com-

mittee. That did not mean, however, that his delegation was in favour of the Belgian

proposal to postpone final decision on the matter for yet another year. On the contrary,

he believed it was imperative that a final decision should be taken by the current Health

Assembly.

He would not be able to support all of the recommendations made by the Working Party,

but world merely abstain from voting on those he disagreed with.

Miss HESSLING.(Netherlands) said that although her delegation had been represented

on the Working Party, it did not agree with all of the recommendations now before the

Committee, especially those in paragraph 3.5. In order to arrive at an agreement, however

it would vote for those recommendations and hoped that all other delegations would do

likewise.
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Mr GL'NEWARDENE (Ceylon) said that in the light of his Government's views, which

were clearly set forth in Official Records No. 60, page 97, his duty would be to vote

for the postponement proposed by the Belgian delegation. However, he had done his utmost

to promote general agreement within the Working Party and would still support such an

agreement if a satisfactory settlement were possible. He had been greatly disappointed

by the attitude adopted by the United States delegation whose wishes the Working Party

had done its utmost to meet, and also with the attitude of the United Kingdom delegation

which usually followed a more realistic policy in such matters.

Considering that the United Nations itself had just made changes involving 32

countries in its own scale of assessments, he felt that it would have been much wiser to

wait another year before applying that scale to WHO requirements. Furthermore, some of

the countries which were not at the moment participating in the activities of the Organi-

zation might decide to resume active membership, thus solving most of the Organization's

budgetary difficulties. He realized, however, that WHO could not wait forever and that

something had to be done, and in those circumstances appealed to the Committee to support

the recommendations put forward by the Working Party.

Dr CASTILLO (Nicaragua) expressed full support for the Belgian proposal. He pointed

out that the fiscal year in his country, as in many other Latin- American countries, began

on 1 July and that the budget for the forthcoming fiscal year had therefore already been

prepared and was on the point of being adopted. He felt that it would be difficult for

countries in a similar position to make adjustments to meet any changes in the WHO scale

of assessments immediately, and that it would be better therefore to defer the decision

to the Ninth World Health Assembly.
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Sir Arcot MUDALIAR (India) drew attention to Official Records No. 60, Annex 11,

and said that all Member States had had ample time to study the recommendations and

suggestions made on the subjects indeed over 30 of them had forwarded their comments

to the Executive Board. He was therefore distressed by the Belgian proposal to have

the final decision postponed for yet another year, and appealed to all the delegations

to vote against postponement whatever their other views on the matter.

The Working Party had done its utmost to achieve a compromise solution, and it was

regrettable that any amendments should have been submitted to those recommendations.

He thought that the United States delegation could have made its point clear by means

of a statement to be included in the records.

The CHAIRMAN, in a reply to the statement made by Dr GRATZER (Austria), said that

the special cases of Austria and Korea would be considered after the general principles

had been established.

Dr BRADY (United States of America) said that after the years of study devoted to

the problem, many would regard yet another postponement of final decision as an almost

irresponsible act.

Mr HUNT (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) said that the

question had been given ample consideration over a very long time, and appealed to the

Committee to take a final decision.

Mr JEFFERY (New Zealand) said that the Working Party had reached a most commendable

compromise solution by recommending the adoption of the United Nations scale of assess-

ments over a period of four years, with suitable adaptations to meet the requirements

of the Organization. His delegation would not in those circumstances maintain its
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objection to the progressive exclusion of inactive Members from the scale, provided

that was achieved gradually over the indicated period of four years. It would not be

in favour of adopting the United Nations scale over a lesser period or of immediately

excluding the inactive Members, because such a step would entail much disorganization

and hardship.

He wished, however, to reiterate his delegation's reservations concerning the

derogations from the principle of capacity to pay, which were implicit in the recom-

mendations of the Working Party. Although, as a matter of fact, New Zealand would

benefit from the application of the per capita ceiling principle, it had always main-

tained that the only sound criterion in the field was capacity to pay. That criterion

had been modified in practice by the application of the principle of a 33 -1/3 per cent.

ceiling on the contribution of the largest contributor, and of the per capita ceiling

principle. Those two secondary criteria were not completely useless, but they should

not be allowed to distort the application of the principle of capacity to pay. It was

that distortion that had created the budgetary difficulties now being experienced by

the Organization. He pointed out that the United Nations was gradually eliminating

the per capita ceiling principle and basing itself more and more on the capacity to pay

criterion. In those circumstances, his delegation would abstain from voting on

paragraph 4 of the Working Party's recommendations but would support its recommendations

as a whole. His delegation was naturally opposed to the B-elgian proposal to postpone

decision to the following year.

Mr BALM (Tunisia), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, recalled that his

delegation had spoken in favour of maintaining the status guo as regards the scale of

contributions, at least until the following year. It had done so because of the
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financial and budgetary difficulties now being experienced in his country. It approved)

however, of efforts made to ensure a more equitable distribution of financial burdens

among all the Member States. Since his delegation had no right to vote in the Committee,

it would merely express its approval of the recommendations put forward by the Working

Party.

Dr VANNUGLI (Italy) said that the Committee was now discussing various proposals

without knowing exactly the consequences their adoption would entail. The Working

Party deserved praise for the spirit of compromise it had displayed in its work, but it

should be emphasized that its recommendations differed greatly from those originally

submitted by the Executive Board at its fifteenth session. It would only be fair

therefore to give the governments concerned the necessary time to study the new pro-

posals and express their views.

While he had no particular observations to make concerning his countryes contri-

bution) he wished to refer to the principle of per capita ceiling. That principle worked

in favour of wealthy countries with a small population and to the detriment of poor

countries with a large population. It should be remembered that the United Nations scale

was based on the principle of equity as it took into consideration economic resources and

other factors as well. His delegation would welcome a study of the relationship between

the United Nations scale and the per capita ceiling principle) because the adjustments

entailed by the application of the maximum contribution principle might affect the

equilibrium of the United Nations scale. Since his country was not a Member of the

United Nations) it had been unable to assist in the preparation of the scale or to

express its views.

Dry TRAVASSCS (Portugal) thanked the Working Party for the work it had done) but

supported the Belgian and Argentine delegations in their proposal that governments

should be given more time to study the question.
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Mr SIEGFL (Assistant . Director- General, Department of Administration and Finance),

Secretary, said that it had been mentioned during the debate that governments needed

more time to consider the question of the scale of assessments and that they did not

have all the necessary information at their disposal. In that connexion, he pointed

out that the Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, Second Edition, pages 133 to 137

inclusive, related in detail all the studies carried out in that field over the last

few years by both the Health Assembly and the Executive Board. Further documents on

the question would be found in Official Records Noo 52, Annex 21, and in Official

Records. Noa 55. The only conclusion to be drawn from the perusal of those documents

was that a vast amount of information had been available to governments for quite some

time.

Dr SEGtJBA (Argentina) introduced the amendment submitted by his delegation (in

document AS /,.FL /19 /Add.6) which read:

The Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters

EXPRESSES its appreciation to the Working Party for its excellent proposal
concerning the scales of assessment; and

RESOLVES to adopt the said proposal, which will be transmitted to the Member
Governments; together with all the documentation prepared during the study, so
that a definitive decision may be taken at the Ninth World Health Assembly.

The amendment proposed that the Committee should adopt the recommendations of the

Working Party and refer them to Member :States for final action at the Ninth World

Health Assembly. It was essential that governments should be given time to study the

latest proposals and developments,
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The CHAIRMAN pointed out that there was little difference in essence between the

próposals submitted by Argentina and Belgium, and suggested that the two delegations

might submit a joint draft resolution.

Dr GOOSSENS (Belgium) said that in those circumstances he would withdraw his own

draft resolution and support the Argentine proposal.

The SECRETARY suggested that the third paragraph of the Argentine draft resolution

should be amended to read "Resolves to adopt the said proposal in principle, which would

be transmitted to the Member Governments . . . ." The addition of the words "in prin-

ciple" would remove the inconsistency of adopting recommendations without taking any

decision to implement them.

Dr SEGURA (Argentina) accepted the Secretary's suggestion.

The CHAIRMAN said that under Rule 60 of the Rules of Procedure he would ask the

Committee to vote first on the proposal furthest removed in substance from the original

proposal and proceed in the following order: the joint Argentine -Belgian proposal con-

tained in document A8 /AFL /19 /Add.6; the amendment of the delegate of Iceland (document

A8 /AFL /19 /Add.4) to the United States proposal (document A8 /AFL /19 /Add.l); the United

States proposal contained in document A8 /AFL /19 /Add'.l; the amendment proposed by the

delegate of Switzerland (document A8 /AFL /19 /Add.3) to the Working Party's recommendation

(document A8 /AFL /19); the amendment proposed by the delegate of Iceland (document

A8 /AFL /19 /Ldd.4) to the Working Party's recommendation (document A8 /AFL /19);and finally

the recommendations of the Working Party (document A8 /AFL /19.

As he had been requested to do so, he would have all those proposals voted on by

roll -call.
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He then called for a roll-call vote on the joint draft resolution submitted by the

delegates of Argentina and Belgium (document A8 /AFL /l9 /Add.6).

A vote was taken by roll -call.

In favour: Argentina, Belgium, Ecuador, Ethiopia, France, Guatemala, Haiti,
Italy, Nicaragua, Portugal, Spain, Uruguay.

Against: Afghanistan, Australia, Brazil, Burma, Canada, China, Denmark,
Dominican Republic, Egypt, Finland, Iceland, India, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel,
Japan, Jordan, Korea, Liberia, Libya, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama,
Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Union of South Africa,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America,
Viet Nam.

Abstaining: Austria, Ceylon, Federal Republic of Germany, Monaco, Pakistan,
Syria, Thailand, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia.

The proposal was therefore rejected by 34 votes to 12 with 10 abstentions.

The CHAIRMAN called for a roll -call vote on the amendment proposed by the delega-

tion of Iceland (document A8/AFL/19/Add.4) to the United States proposal contained in

document A8 /AFL /19 /Add.1.

A vote was taken by roll -call.

In favour: Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, Iceland, Liberia, Turkey,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America.

Against: Afghanistan, Australia, Burma, Ceylon, Dominican Republic, Ethiopia,
Greece, India, Libya, Nicaragua, Norway, Union of South Africa, Viet Nam, Yugoslavia.

Abstaining: Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Ecuador,
Egypt, Finland, France, Haiti, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Jordan,
Korea, Lebanon, Netherlands, New Zealand, Pakistan, Panama, Philippines, Portugal,
Saudi Arabia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen.

The proposal was therefore rejected by 14 votes to 7 with 34 abstentions.

The CHAIRMAN then celled for a roll -call vote on the United States proposal con-

tained in document A8 /AFL /19 /Add.l.

4 vote was taken by roll -call.
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In favours Brazil, China, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Federal Republic of
Germany, Iceland,'Korea, Liberia, Monaco, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, United States of America.

Agair_stt Belgium, Burma, Canada, Ceylon, Ethiopia, France, Guatemala, India,
Ireland, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Switzerland, Union of South Africa,
Uruguay, Yugoslavia.

Abstaining: Afghanistan, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Ecuador, Egypt,
Finland, Haiti, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Nicaragua,
Pakistan, Panama, Philippines, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Spain, Sweden, Syria,
Thailand, Venezuela, Viet Nam, Yemen.

The proposal was therefore rejected by 16 votes to 12 with 29 abstentions.

Mr SUTER (Switzerland) indicated that the amendment he had proposed was withdrawn

since the United States proposal had not been carried.

Dr SIGURJONSSON (Iceland) withdrew his delegation's proposal for amending the report

of the Working Party.

The CHAIRMAN wished to point out before a vote was taken on the draft resolution

proposed by the Working Party on Scales of Assessment that if that resolution were

adopted the Committee would then immediately have to consider the application of the

principles it contained to the special assessments of Korea and Austria.

Mr RENOUF (Australia) asked that separate votes be taken on paragraphs 3 and 4 of

the draft resolution, in accordance with Rule 58 of the Rules of Procedure.

Mr BOTHA (Union of South Africa), supported by Sir Arcot MUDALIAR (India) and

Dr PACHACHI (Iraq) suggested that the draft resolution was in effect indivisible since

paragraphs 3 and 4 were referred to in paragraph 1, which would lose its meaning if the

former paragraphs were rejected.
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Mr PLEIC (Yugoslavia) urged the delegate of Australia to withdraw his motion for

separate votes and to be content with stating his delegation's point of view on the para-

graphs in question.

Mr RENOUF (Australia) withdrew his motion, saying that he would have to vote against

the resolution as a whole because, while he could have voted for the first two operative

paragraphs, he would have had to abstain from voting on the third and fourth.

Dr SEGURA (Argentina) asked the United States delegate whether he would withdraw

his request for a roll -call vote in order to hasten the proceedings.

Dr BRADY (United States of America) withdrew his request for a roll -call vote.

The CHAIRMAN then put to the vote the draft resolution recommended by the Working

Party on $cales of Assessments.,. Annex 1 to document L8 /:AFL /19.

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted by 36 votes to 5 with 4 abstentions.

The CHAIRMAN drew the Committee's attention to the special assessments for Korea and

Austria and proposed that there be added-a fifth paragraph to the draft resolution the

Committee had just adopted, reading:

5. 'BELIEVING that the special assessments established by the Fourth World Health
Assembly for Korea and Austria should be continued for 1956,

5.1 DECIDES

(a) that the assessment of Korea remain fixed at 0.04%,

(b) that the assessment of Austria remain fixed at 17 units for 1956
only and that the situation in respect of Austria be reviewed by the
Ninth World Health Assembly.

Dr JAFAR (Pakistan) asked that the requests for special consideration from Burma and

Ceylon contained in Annex 11 to Official Records No. 60 be considered at the same time.
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The CHAIRMAN answered that he would entertain any formal proposals from the delega-

tions of those two countries but that none had so far reached the Chair.

Mr GUNEWARDENE (Ceylon) stated that the position of his Government was quite

clearly expressed in Annex 11 óf the document to which the delegate of Pakistan had

referred. The Committee might wish to consider some proposal to the effect that any

countries whose assessment would increase by over 100% as a result of adoption of the

United Nations Scale of Assessments should be given special relief. Before submitting

any formal proposal, however, he would wish to hear the Committee's views.

Sir Arcot I:;UDALIAR (India) felt that the ease of Burma and Ceylon merited the sympa

thetic consideration of the Committee. The Working Party on Scales of assessments had

been unable to decide on the issue since the Committee had given it no indications, but

if the Committee now did so, the Working Party might be able to formulate recommendation,.

Alternatively, the matter might be referred to the Executive Board for review along the

lines the Board had followed in the case of Korea and Austria.

Mr R1!NOUF (Australia) felt that in order to avoid any over -hasty decision, it might

be best to refer the matter to the Executive Board for study and recommendation to the

Ninth World Health Assembly.

Mr BOTHA (Union of South I.frica) felt that the better course would be for the Work-

ing Party to work out a satisfactory formula, since there was some urgency for the coun-

tries concerned.

The SECRETARY felt that the Working Party might require some time to reach a satis-

factory formula and that if the Committee were to await the Working Party's results

before submitting its first report, an unfortunate delay might be caused. However, it
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might be satisfactory for the Working Party to consider the question after the report

had been submittè.d and for a footnote to be added to the report, stating that a separate

reort would be issued.on the question of the special assessments for Korea, Austria,

Burma, and Ceylon..

Sir Arcot MLTDALIAR (India) agreed with the Secretary's suggestion and proposed that

for 1956 the assessments of Austria, Burma and Ceylon remain the same as for 1955, but

that the situation regarding those countries be reviewed by the Executive Board at the

Ninth World Health Assembly.

The CHAIRMAN then proposed the following amended version of the proposal he had

earlier made:

5. BELIEVING that the special assessments established bÿ the Fourth World Health
Assembly for Korea and Austria should be continued for 1956, and

NOTING the special requests of Burma and Ceylon,

5.1 DECIDES

(a) that the assessment of Korea remain fixed at 0.04 %;

(b) that for 1956 only the assessment of Austria, Burma, and Ceylon
remain the same as for 1955 and that the situation in respect of these
three countries be reviewed by the Executive Board and the Ninth World
Health Assembly.

Decision: The Chairman's amended proposal was adopted by 38 votes to 1 with 4
abstentions.

2. ADOPT.I.ON OF FIRST aEPOPLT OF. TIC COi-lMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION; FINANCE AND LEGAL
MATTERS (Document A8 /AFL /22)

Dr Dia EL- CHATTI (Syria), Rapporteur, at the Chairman's request, read the draft

first report of the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters (document

A8 /AFL /22).
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The CHAIRMAN then asked for the adoption of the draft report, first in three parts

the draft report proper, the draft resolution concerning the Publications Revolving Fun&

and the draft resolution concerning the financial report of WHO for 1954 and the report

of the external auditor  and then as a whole.

Decision:. The first report of the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal
Matters was adopted without comment.

'It'was agreed that the resolution on :reaps of assessments just adopted by the

Committee would be included in the first report.

3. APPROVAL OF THE FIRST RLPORT OF THE LEGAL SUB- COMMITTEE TO THE ataKITTEE ON
ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE AND LEGAL MATTERS (Document AS /AFL /23 )

Mr RENOUF (Australia), speaking as Chairman of the Legal, Sub -Committee, introduced

first report - drew to the unanimous decision con-

tained therein to propose to the full Committee that it recommend to the Health Assembl,

the admission of Sudan as an Associate Member of WHO.

Mr LIVERAN (Israel) stated that his delegation favoured the adoption of the report

since to admit Sudan to associate membership of WHO would be to follow the principles of

the Organization and its Constitution, although his Government had seen in the region to

which it belonged that those principles were not always adhered to.

Dr EL -WAKIL (Egypt) and Mr BOUCHER (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern

Ireland)', as representatives of the two governmentswhi.ch had sponsored the admission of

Sudan to associate membership, supported by Dr JAFAR (Pakistan), Dr PACHACHI (Iraq),

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR (India) and Dr TOGBA (Liberia) urged the adoption of the report.

Decision,° The first report of the Legal Sub -Committee to the Committee on Admin-
istration, Finance and Legal Matters was accepted unanimously.
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It was agreed that the resolution on the admission of Sudan, just approved in the

report of the Legal Sub- Committee, should be included in the first report of the

Gammittee to the Health Assembly.

The meeting rose at Jí...45 p.m.


